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Introduction. Most single-null divertor tokamak experiments show strong in-out
asymmetries in particle and heat fluxes connected to asymmetries in divertor density,
temperature and radiation. As shown in many divertor tokamaks [1-4] and recently on JET
[5,6], the imbalances strongly depend on the direction of the toroidal magnetic field (BT) and
are thus most probably a result of particle cross-field drifts. Experimentally observed outer-
inner divertor power asymmetry PT

outer/PT
inner could not be explained by the asymmetry in the

tomographically resolved divertor radiation alone [6]. Unequal power sharing between the
two targets is most likely caused by the larger outboard area, enhanced radial transport on low
field side (which is independent of the B∇×B -direction), and classical drift effects which
reverse with the B∇×B -direction. This contribution presents analysis of experimental results
using the EDGE2D/NIMBUS code.

Results of modelling A pair of matched
L-mode density limit discharges in
forward and reversed toroidal field
configurations have been modelled with
the EDGE2D/NIMBUS simulation codes.
EDGE2D solves the fluid equations for
conservation of particles, momentum and
energy for hydrogenic and impurity ions
(all charge states), while neutrals are
followed with the Monte-Carlo module
NIMBUS. The code includes classical

drifts (E×B, curvature, etc.), relevant atomic and molecular physics (ionisation, charge-
exchange, recombination, etc.), impurity radiation from each charge state, and both physical
and chemical sputtering of the divertor target plates.

Poloidally and radially uniform transport coefficients are chosen as D⊥ =0.5m2/s and χ⊥ =1m2/s
for particle and energy respectively. Simulations with these coefficients (for both field
directions) are in good agreement with the measured radial density (see Fig.1) and
temperature profiles. Both physical [7] and chemical sputtering [8] of carbon were enabled in

                                                
*See the Appendix of J. Pamela et al., Proc. IAEA Fusion Energy Conference 2004 (Vilamoura, 2004)
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Fig.1. Edge density profiles from EDGE2D
compared with various diagnostics.
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the simulation. The plasma
density was raised steadily
to the density limit by gas
fuelling into the inner leg of
the divertor at constant
input power (Pheat).

Fig.2 presents the
simulated and experimental
dependences of the divertor
power asymmetry on the
power entering the SOL
(PSOL). In the experiment,
the NBI power was
increased from 2MW to 8MW in two matched L-mode discharges with forward and reversed
magnetic field configurations. The target power was measured using transient analysis of the
thermocouple (TC) time traces. EDGE2D modelling shows that the geometry effects (the
larger outboard area alone)
lead to PT

outer/PT
inner ~ 2 – 3,

which compares well with the
observed value of ~ 2.2.
With B∇×B down, the simu-
lated asymmetry increases up
to ~ 5 with the power entering
the SOL, whereas with

BB ∇× up, it decreases to
~1.8, in agreement with
experimental observation. This
indicates that classical
(poloidal) drifts are indeed
responsible for the observed
variation in PT

outer/PT
inner. Analysis with EDGE2D/NIMBUS indicates that such a power

asymmetry may be the result of drifts such as E××××B and B××××∇ T (poloidal components), the

relative contribution of which scales as Tλρθ / , where θρ  is the ion poloidal gyro-radius and

Tλ is the characteristic length for temperature. The effect of ion B∇ (and centripetal) drifts

was found to be negligible in this simulation.
Comparison of the results of simulations with experimental values (L-mode, density limit
experiment, BT=2.4T, Ip=1.7MA and an additional NBI-power of 2.5MW) for the absolute
value of target power has also been performed and the results are summarised in Fig.3.
Because the code does not include heating of the divertor via radiation (Prad_on_tiles), this heating
term was subtracted from the target power measured by an infrared camera (PIR). The
bolometer system provides complete plasma coverage and was used for tomographic
reconstruction of the distribution of total radiation and correspondingly for evaluation of
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Fig.3. Experimental and simulated absolute target power versus
central averaged density for the forward field configuration.
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Fig.2. Experimental and simulated divertor power asymmetries
versus PSOL for forward and reversed field directions.
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Prad_on_tiles. One sees
that the simulated
absolute target power
matches the measured
one well. The power
jump in the simulation

at 3191095.2 −×= mne

is not yet understood
and further inves-
tigations are required.
The effect of different
drift terms on the electron density profiles in inner and outer divertor can be seen in Fig4.
Simulation without drifts gives similar maximum densities in both divertor legs. The
inclusion of all drifts into the simulation leads to a strong asymmetry in divertor density:

higher density in inner and lower ne in outer divertor. As can be seen in Fig.4, the ne-
asymmetry can be explained by the effect of a radial E××××B drift and of the poloidal drift in the

private flux region (the particle flow points from outer to inner divertor in the ↓∇× BB  case,
and this flow direction reverses in reversed field configuration). Once again, the effect of ion

B∇ (and centripetal) drifts was negligible. The inner and outer density and temperature have
been also modelled
with both the
EDGE2D and the
SOLPS fluid SOL
plasma simulation
codes in [9] and
results from both
codes match quite well
the experiments.
Fig.5 presents the
simulated and expe-

rimental values of Dα-

emissions for twoen .

At a density of
3191055.2 −×= mne

both legs are attached. Whereas at higher density of 319103.3 −×= mne  the outer leg is still

attached, the inner divertor has reached the detachment phase. EDGE2D simulations

successfully reproduce the Dα emission profile under attached conditions for both field

configuration. On the other hand it shows underestimated value of Dα light in the inner
divertor leg during the detachment phase. Additionally, EDGE2D simulations successfully
describe CIII-emission profiles, both for discharges with forward and reversed field directions
(not shown in the figure).
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Fig. 4. The effect of different drift terms on the electron density
profiles in inner and outer divertor.
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Fig.5. Comparison of simulated and mesured Dα-emissions profiles
for two different filed directions and two different electron densities.
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Although EDGE2D successfully reproduces the anticipated parallel pressure drop

accompanying divertor detachment, it strongly underestimates the divertor Dα light, and can
not reproduce the gradual plasma flux reduction (roll-over behaviour) observed under
detached conditions [10]. Fig.6 on the right shows the calculated outer and inner divertor ion

flux. The values in Fig.6 indicate the Hγ/Hα ratios for both divertor legs. This ratio remains
constant in the outer divertor during the whole density limit discharge simulation; it increases
continuously from 0.025 to 0.042 in the inner leg, indicating the presence of strong
recombination there. On the left side of Fig.6 the calculated saturation current profiles have
been compared with the experiment. Once again, the strong deviation between modeling and
experiment has
been observed
in the inner leg
during detach-
ment. Since the
code cannot
explain the
drop in total ion
flux to the
divertor, further
investigations
of ion-flux de-
tachment are
required.
Conclusion EDGE2D calculations with drifts successfully describe out-in target heat power
asymmetry, both for discharges with forward and reversed field directions. Also the absolute
target power could be well predicted during the whole phase of density limit L-mode

discharges. The effect of E××××B drifts was found to be dominant, on the other hand the effect of
ion B∇ (and centripetal) drifts was negligible. In addition, the EDGE2D simulations
successfully reproduce the observed asymmetries in divertor density and electron temperature,

and the atomic carbon (CIII) emission profiles; on the other hand, the Dα emission profile was
well matched only under attached conditions. Whereas EDGE2D successfully reproduces the
anticipated parallel pressure drop accompanying divertor detachment, it strongly

underestimates the divertor Dα light, and cannot reproduce the gradual plasma flux reduction
(roll-over behaviour) observed under detached conditions.
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Fig.6. Comparison of simulated and measured Js-profiles (left) and calculated
outer and inner ion flux (right) for a "density limit" L-mode discharge.
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